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What would you change to the content and structure of the curriculum?

Ability for Tacoma Campus students to also take classes at Olympia campus

It could be a bit more intense. IMHO it tends to much towards the slower learners.

I have an AA in criminal justice and I feel going to Evergreen did not help me towards my career in that 

field.

I love the interdisciplinary learning. I have understood and absorbed the information taught to me.

I love the structure!

I would have my adviser help me and sit with me during evaluations but that never happened so I felt 

lost, no guidance.

I would not change the structure. The curriculum is fine.

I'm pretty happy with the way it is.

Include the struggles of other minorities besides African Americans, include LGBTQ students more.

Keep the statistics and the neoliberalism also the history don't change any content.

Less controversial/social topics and more learning based material.

Less homework

Less reliance on lectures, give us at least a 10 minute break for every hour of instruction (Tacoma 

Program).

Make creativity, networking, and community outreach a frequent requirement of the curriculum, 

because art and creativity are precursors to political activism.  Also, change the internship and ILC 

guidelines back to allowing students to choose both in the same quarter, even if they are "unrelated." 

(In a student's educational experience, everything is related.) Allow students to do one ILC or one 

internship after their first quarter. Both these changes regarding INT and ILC could be done by 

requiring faculty signatures to indicate that faculty who have observed a student's ability agree that 

the student is capable of success with these independent styles of learning.

More awareness and before hand knowledge of planned events, more events, more student 

involvement.

More collaboration around class workload

More kinds of classes

More program oriented classes. Human Services. Environmental teaching.

We need highly qualified philosophy and psychology educators.
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